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Inspired by a vision for transformation, you can make a personal
difference for good. Maybe GLS21 will begin a leadership journey
toward something bigger. Perhaps a movement will begin
when you share your vision for citywide transformation with
a small group of people who are poised to lead.

SECTOR

YOU

TEAM

NON-PROFIT
FAMILY
EDUCATION
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
NEXT GEN
BUSINESS
MINISTRY
GOVERNMENT

CITY

At the first stage of influence multiplication, you don’t need to
share your plan as much as your vision. Describe a glimpse of your preferred
future, with passion and humility.

ENHANCE YOUR INFLUENCE!

Start at the Summit by making the most of the discussion time
and plan your next steps. Discussion times are ideal for:
Thinking through the big ideas presented based on where you are in your
leadership and culture;

Who are the influencers? Once your team gets rolling, the opportunity exists
to further multiply influence by connecting sectors in a citywide partnership
to bring about transformation.

Giving voice to the thoughts and ideas that were awakened by the speakers;
Sketching out the first notes of a vision and the next steps to make it a reality;
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Identifying how to use the tools you are receiving, so that after the Summit is
over, you can take action and make the changes you want.

Too grand a vision? No. All movements are born somewhere.

#GLS21

@GLSAUS
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WELCOME TO THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
We are thrilled that you have joined us for this incredibly impacting event here
in Australia!
I know your decision to invest in developing your leadership skills will have
a ripple effect of positive change in your personal life, your family, friends,
colleagues and your community.

Dr. Francesca
Gino

Craig
Groeschel

Michelle
Poler

Shola
Richards

Thank you for being a part of this incredible audience of curious, growthminded, change-driven leaders. You are not alone—this Summit will be
translated into 60+ languages across 123+ countries!
Here in Australia we have over a hundred GLS Local gatherings as well as
our GLS Online experience. Not only that, but over the coming months our
new format GLS Next Gen will be held in dozens of schools and youth forums
inspiring and equipping many thousands of our next generation.

Bianca
Juárez Olthoff

Juliet
Funt

A.R.
Bernard

Malcolm
Gladwell

Jerry
Lorenzo

So, get ready! You are about to hear from some incredible women and men
who have been thoughtfully chosen to teach us from their diverse areas of
expertise and experience. Truly, there is something to learn from everyone
and we cannot wait to share this experience with you.

Cheering you on,

Karen Wilson
CEO
Global Leadership Network Australia
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NATHAN FREIND
SUMMIT HOST

JEN FOORD
SUMMIT HOST

With a strong desire to bring
hope to young people, Nathan
has served as a School
Chaplain in his community
and in Youth Ministry for 14
years across three churches
including Geelong’s Kardinia
Church, where he currently
serves as Youth Pastor.

Jen attributes much of her
knowledge and wisdom in
leadership to many years of
life-changing moments at the
GLS. Her natural enthusiasm
and care for young people,
make her perfectly suited to
her current role as Chaplain at
Christian College Geelong.

#GLS21
#GLS21

@GLSAUS
@GLSAUS
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SESSION 1

SESSION 1 | NOTES

Founder & Senior Pastor, Life.Church;
Best-Selling Author; Champion of the GLS

Globally recognised as a leader of leaders, Groeschel is the
founder and Senior Pastor of Life.Church, rated the #1 place to
work in 2020 for small and mid-size companies by Glassdoor,
and the innovative creator of the YouVersion Bible App. As
champion of The Global Leadership Summit, he advocates to
build into leaders in every sector of society. He is a New York
Times best-selling author and the host of the top-ranked Craig
Groeschel Leadership Podcast.

OUTLINE
I.

Growing Your Capacity for “PUC”- Pain, Uncertainty, and Chaos

II. Accept the Chaos – if you avoid chaos, you limit growth
III. Embrace the Uncertainty – a good leader plans for unforeseen challenges
IV. Step into the Pain – your capacity to lead toward the future is determined by
your ability to endure pain today
V. Through, Not Out – when things are uncertain, what’s most important
becomes clear
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SESSION 1 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

CRAIG GROESCHEL
COACH

+

PASTOR

+

INNOVATOR

+

FATHER

+

AUTHOR

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
Craig taught that to expand the capacity of your leadership you must learn how to deal with
PUC (Pain, Uncertainty, Chaos). The chart below will help you answer the questions Craig has
asked and, most importantly, identify what steps to take to be the leader that the moment
needs:

What are you trying to control that you
need to let go of?

Your first step to giving up control:

What risk do you need to take?

Your first step in facing the risk:

GROUP ENGAGEMENT
1. Giving up control (Chaos), taking risks (Uncertainty), or facing pain (Pain): Which of these
3 attitudes represents a greater challenge for you as part of a team or as an organisation?

DEALING WITH
CHAOS

2. How might you influence your team or your organisation to expand leadership capacity
with PUC?
DEALING WITH
UNCERTAINTY

What painful decision have you been
avoiding that it’s time to make?

Your first step in advancing the decision:

DEALING WITH
PAIN

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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SESSION 1

SESSION 1 | NOTES

Clinical Psychologist; Leadership Expert;
Best-Selling Author

Dr. Francesca Gino is a professor at Harvard Business School
recognised for her award-winning research and teaching on
how to have more productive, creative, and fulfilling lives. Born
in Italy, Dr. Gino has a diverse expertise on the psychology of
organisations. She has been featured in the Wall Street Journal,
Harvard Business Review and The New York Times. She has also
been honoured as one of the world’s Top 40 Business Professors
Under 40 and one of the 50 Most Influential Management
Thinkers by Thinkers50.

OUTLINE
I.

Constructive Rebels – people who get in our way when we are trying to
do things

II. A Talent of Authenticity – allowing us to perform better in authenticity
III. A Talent of Perspective – experience can lead to a broader perspective
IV. A Talent of Curiosity – a rebel leader looks at every situation with curiosity,
even when there are mistakes
V. Bringing Out Your Inner Rebel – am I the captain that my crew would choose
as its leader today?
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SESSION 1 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

Dr. Francesca Gino
SCIENTIST

+

PROFESSOR

+

RESEARCHER

+

SOCIOLOGIST

GROUP ENGAGEMENT
PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

1. Describe a person on your team or organisation who has “Rebel Talent”.

1. Dr. Gino stated that people with Rebel Talent have three things in common: authenticity,
perspective, and curiosity. Rate from 0 (low) to 10 (high) these traits in yourself by
clicking the check box below:
Authenticity
I feel that showing my vulnerability makes me
weaker. I don’t know how unique I am, and I
easily give in to the opinion of others.

I feel strong when I show who I really
am. I know that I am unique and express
my opinions with confidence.

2. What are the effects of this “Rebel Talent”?

0..................................................................................................................10
3. How does your team or organisation deal with people exhibiting “Rebel Talent”?

Perspective
I have difficulty changing my perspective
and understand or accepting other
people’s point of view.

Before addressing a situation or making a
decision, I naturally seek to understand and
consider the point of view of all involved.

0..................................................................................................................10

4. Looking at the chart below, how can you encourage each other to exhibit “Rebel Talent”?
Be specific.

Curiosity
I’m attached to what I already know.
I always take the known paths. I avoid
asking questions so as to not risk being
judged for my ignorance.

I constantly seek to explore new ways of
doing things and ask many questions to
discover what I don’t already know.

How will we encourage
authenticity?

How will we encourage
perspective?

How will we encourage
curiosity?

0..................................................................................................................10
How much of a rebel leader am I?

Not at all......................................................................................................................100%

2. In view of your self-assessment, what action might you take to further develop your
Rebel Talent?
What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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GRANDER
VISION

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
TO THE FULL GLS21
CONTENT & MORE!
ONLY AVAILABLE WITH GLS22
IN-CONFERENCE TICKET PURCHASE!

STORIES OF ORDINARY PEOPLE DOING THE EXTRAORDINARY
How do you see your life? Has your everyday routine drowned out your wonder? Is there opportunity
right before your eyes you haven’t yet seen…really seen? Wherever you are, whatever you do, no
matter how much money you have or how little, no matter how many followers you have or how few,
you are invited into God’s grander vision, right where you are.

99

$

When you open your eyes to the opportunity God is inviting you into for extraordinary possibilities,
you begin to see your world with a grander vision. During your Global Leadership Summit experience,
get a glimpse into what happens when ordinary people begin to see their lives in God’s grander vision.

FREE

Fiona Cochrane
Rebecca Bender
CEO & Founder, Rebecca Bender
Initiative & Elevate Academy

with GLS22
Individual
Booking

Global GLS Next Gen Lead
Empowering young people
with leadership skills

•

Empowering survivors of
trafficking with new skills

•

with GLS22
Group Booking

Watch or listen to all leadership
talks from GLS21 - includes hours of
content not shown in Australia
Includes downloadable session
outlines and discussion guides

BOOK NOW GLS22

•

Enjoy the entire training 24/7,
learn at your own pace

•

Take personal notes

•

Create your own playlists

Lori Whitman
Spiritual Development
Coordinator, Parkview Health
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Encouraging burdened
healthcare workers
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Are you covered for...

The power to choose
Child
in Safety
a child’s hands. ™
A new invitation to child sponsorship for your church.
See what happens when children are empowered to choose their
own sponsors—and the transformation that takes place when
people in your congregation are the ones being chosen.
Cyber
Security

Fundraising

“ We’ve seen individualized change. We’ve seen our church change. We’ve seen our
community change. And most importantly, we believe we’ve seen the kingdom of
God change.”
—Jeanne Stevens, lead pastor of Soul City Church

Directors
& Officers

Bring the Chosen ministry experience to your church!
Foster a life-changing connection that will strengthenVolunteers
families,
disciple congregants, and reach communities in need.

EA Insurance Services is a specialist insurance brokerage.
We are owned by a not-for-profit and exist exclusively to
World Vision is a Christian humanitarian organization dedicated to
serve faith and not-for-profit
organisations.
We
workworldwide
with to
working
with children, families, and their
communities
reach their full potential by tackling the causes of poverty and injustice.
a variety of insurers to give
you the best cover for your
Motivated by our faith in Jesus Christ, we work alongside the poor and
oppressed
as a demonstration of price.
God’s unconditional love for all people.
specific needs at
a competitive
Contact EA Insurance Services
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Head Office: 60-62 Duerdin Street, Clayton VIC 3168 | PO Box 5214, Pinewood VIC 3149
THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
Telephone: (03) 9890 6851 | Email: info@eainsurance.com.au
www.eainsurance.com.au

Bring the Chosen
ministry experience to
your church! Foster a
life-changing connection
that will strengthen
families, disciple
congregants, and reach
communities in need.
Mwongeli, 7, in Kenya chose
Pastor Jeanne Stevens in Chicago
World Vision is a Christian humanitarian organisation dedicated to working
with children, families, and their communities worldwide to reach their
full potential by tackling the causes of poverty and injustice. Motivated by
our faith in Jesus Christ, we work alongside the poor and oppressed as a
17
#GLS21
demonstration of@GLSAUS
God’s unconditional love for all people.
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SESSION 2

SESSION 2 | NOTES

Founder & CEO, Go Together Global;
Workplace Civility Expert;
Best-Selling Author

Shola Richards is a best-selling author and workplace civility
expert whose work has been featured on the Today Show, CBS,
Forbes and Black Enterprise among many others. Recognised
globally as an authority on workplace happiness and
engagement, Richards has shared his transformative message
with leading healthcare organisations, top universities, the
motion picture industry, on the TEDx stage and with the
Department of Homeland Security. Richards is a best-selling
author whose research is featured in his books, Making Work
Work and Go Together.

OUTLINE
I.

A Demonstration of Respect – do people follow you because they choose to,
or because they have to?

II. Leading Others with Civility – kindness is demonstrating that you care about
someone through your actions
III. Leading Yourself with Civility – eliminate the thoughts that weaken you
IV. Leading Self with Civility Through our Actions – commitment is doing what you
said you were going to do long after the mood has left
V. Leaving a Legacy of Civility – your legacy is defined by how you treat others
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SESSION 2 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

Shola Richards
CEO

+

COLLABORATOR

+

CIVILITY

EXPERT

+

INFLUENCER

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

GROUP ENGAGEMENT

1. What legacy do you want to leave as a leader? How do you want to be remembered?

1. Have you recently benefited from an act of kindness in your organisation? Share with
your group what happened and how it positively affected your work.

2. According to Shola, there are five values for leading others with civility.
Please check below those you do well with and which ones you need to improve:
There is opportunity
to improve

I have been doing well
Value their work.

2. What opportunities do you identify within your team or organisation to combat incivility
and encourage kindness? List at least three opportunities below:

Respect the wisdom of the
people closest to the work.
Value their roles.
Appreciate the importance of
everyone’s unique contribution.
Value their time.
Consistently honour their most
precious resource.

3. What is your part in influencing the necessary changes?

Value their skills.
Demonstrate you trust them
and their ability to get the job
done.
Value their humanity.
Connect personally, recognise
their effort, and show grace.

4. How will you start?

3. Consider how you have practiced these leadership values with civility. Based on the
legacy you want to leave, what adjustments do you need to make in your day-today behaviour when dealing with people?

4. What is your first step?
What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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SESSION 2

SESSION 2 | NOTES

Founder, President & Senior Pastor,
Christian Cultural Center; Author

After enjoying a successful career in finance, positioning
him in a place of influence among top leaders in business,
entertainment and politics, A.R. Bernard was called into
ministry and now leads the Christian Cultural Center with
more than 40,000 members. He is a sought-after thought
leader having been featured on Fox News, CNN, NBC’s Today,
among others including his own show on Daystar TV. Some of
his recent ministry work includes a major 10-acre development
project in Brooklyn to assist the underserved.

Interview with
PAULA FARIS
Award-Winning
Journalist

OUTLINE
I.

Building Bridges and Engaging Culture

II. Rebuilding Lost Trust and Finding Common Ground
III. Leaving the Table – convince enough of the right people to effect change
IV. A Faith Journey – when we are secure, we can engage other faiths
V. Stepping into Conflict – a relationship between us and culture
VI. Managing Continuity and Change – Truth is the only agent that effects
true change
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SESSION 2 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

A. R. Bernard
VISIONARY

+

ADVISOR

+

THOUGHT

LEADER

+

ADVOCATE

GROUP ENGAGEMENT

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
According to A.R. Bernard, extraordinary leadership seeks to build bridges.

1. What is a tension you are seeing or experiencing which you might be able to step into?

Have group members share their observed or experienced tensions at work, in church,
within their community, etc. Then have them brainstorm and share possible opportunities
to build bridges.
Go deeper with someone who is willing to share more about their situation. Encourage the group
to practice empathy and collaboration by sharing their thoughts and perspectives. Remember
to maintain an attitude of understanding, empathy, and humility.
Ask the person whose situation you have chosen to expand a bit more about the tension.
Then, as a group, share thoughts about:

1. The other person involved in the situation. What might be his/her perspective?

2. Why is it worth stepping into this tension? What are the benefits for the people
involved - or for the community - when a common good is discovered?

2. What might be a common good in this tension?

3. How might a bridge be built in this situation?

4. Where would you start?

3. What principles shared by A.R. Bernard might help you build a bridge in this situation?

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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SESSION 3

SESSION 3 | NOTES

MICHELLE POLER’S BIO

When Michelle Poler started a project to overcome her own
personal fears, she didn’t expect it to go viral—100 Days Without
Fear caught the attention of the Today Show, Forbes, CBS and
Huffington Post among many others. Gaining an audience
captivated by her bravery, creativity, humour, and life-changing
advice, Poler founded Hello Fears, a social movement reaching
more than 70 million people worldwide. Poler is the author of
Hello, Fears: Crush Your Comfort Zone and Become Who You’re
Meant to Be.

OUTLINE
I.

Comfort Zones – comfort zones can expand as we face our fears or contract
as we limit ourselves

II. Fear as an Ally – the more we open ourselves to the unknown, the more we
allow growth to jump in
III. Categories of Fear – the enemy of success is not failure but comfort
IV. Day 101, Now what? – to put growth into motion, focus on the reward
V. Write Your Own Checkboxes – what would you get uncomfortable for?
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SESSION 3 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

Michelle Poler
ENTREPRENEUR

+

CREATIVE

+

RISK

TAKER

+

INFLUENCER

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
1. What do you want to be or what dream do you aim to accomplish which has been
hindered by fear or your comfort zone?

2. Michelle explains how embracing fear and stepping out of her comfort zone helped her
find growth, authenticity, and personal fulfillment. What fears have kept you from moving
forward and accomplishing what you want?  
Fear of disappointing people
Fear of not being good enough
Fear of being misunderstood
Fear of rejection

2. Embracing fear brings growth, fulfillment, and self-improvement. What are
the possible benefits to your team and to your organisation if people step out of their
comfort zone, express their vulnerability, and bring their authenticity to the forefront?

Fear of conflict
Fear of risk

____________________

Fear of getting hurt

1. What are the fears that you feel are present amongst the team? Share with your group.

Fear of feeling vulnerable
and weak

____________________

Fear of failure

GROUP ENGAGEMENT

3. Michelle states that “The best way to empower the people around us is not by hiding our
fears, but by showing our own fears and being willing to face them.” What can you do to
encourage vulnerability in your organisation’s teams and leadership?

3. If you let go of your comfort zone and embrace fear, what’s the best thing that can
happen? Write in the space below.
4. Where will you start? List 2 or 3 ideas in the space below.

4. So, why is it worth taking the next step?
   

5. What will be the first step out of your comfort zone? When are you going to take this
step? Write in the space below.
What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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A transformational experience
that awakens young people to
a grander vision and purpose
for their lives.

The GLS Next Gen is a dynamic adaptation of the
premier GLS specifically tailored to develop the
leadership capacity of youth and young adults.
Leadership themes include; Creative problem
solving, operating in your strengths, living without
fear and regrets and developing personal resilience.

Learn more
GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU/NEXTGEN

Working
with you
to make
an impact
Businesses
Not-For-Profits

PRESENTED BY
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

Churches
03 9894 2500

sawarddawson.com.au

Thanks

TO OUR MEDIA PARTNERS

GIVE

YOUR DONATION

TODAY

MAKES AN IMPACT!

GLS NEXT GEN

YOU CAN IGNITE TRANSFORMATION GLOBALLY
THROUGH THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT.
“I still remember when Craig said, ‘If God has chosen you,
then He alone will provide all you need.’ That was my
turning-point moment. What can I do when God chooses
me? I believe God is never wrong. From that moment on,
I no longer doubt God. I am confidently stepping out and
trying to believe that under any circumstances I lead, the
Lord Himself will provide all the capacity and skills I need.”

Multiply the impact!
•

110+
Countries

•

1200+
Events Globally

•

55 Languages

•

Emerging
Leaders

•

Prisons

•

Military

•

Business

•

School

•

Education

•

Healthcare

•

Students

•

Government

•

Ministry

•

Non-Profit

GRACE CHRISTA
GLS Next Gen

“I felt like I was losing my way in the pandemic, not knowing
what to do next. I was discouraged. Through the Summit,
my discouragement has been replaced with curiosity.”

WHEN YOU GIVE, YOU IGNITE
STORIES OF TRANSFORMATION

AROUND
THE WORLD

TRAN CONG KINH

GLS attendee in Vietnam

GLS.ORG.AU/GIVE

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT FUND

GIVE TODAY
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“Learning
happens best in
community.”

SPECIAL IN-CONFERENCE PRICING

400

50

$

$

INDIVIDUAL
TICKET RATE

10 TICKET
GROUP RATE

SAVE $40

JOIN HUNDREDS OF OTHER CHURCHES,
NOT-FOR-PROFITS, SCHOOLS AND
BUSINESSES ACROSS AUSTRALIA.

FREE GLS NOW

Join us for GLS22 ONLINE

Become a GLS22 LOCAL HOST

Thursday 17 November 2022

Hold your own GLS during
October-November 2022.

Saturday 19 November 2022

With just 10 people or more you can hold your own
Global Leadership Summit at your venue, anytime
between Friday 7 October to Sunday 20 November 2022.

BONUS!

GLSNOW with GLS22 Tickets

FULLY FLEXIBLE
Hold your GLS Local as a one-day event or across
multiple days or sessions.
WE MAKE IT EASY!
• Access to Real-Time Registration Portal
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CONTINUE THE

•

Free Marketing Materials

•

Event Hosting Kit

LEADERSHIP
JOURNEY

•

Ongoing Support

globalleadership.org.au/GLS22
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SESSION 3

SESSION 3 | NOTES

Founder & Designer of Fashion Label,
Fear of God; Global Head, Adidas Basketball

Jerry Lorenzo Manuel is an American fashion designer and
founder of the renowned label, Fear of God. Most recently, he’s
been honoured to partner with Adidas and join their team as
global head of Adidas Basketball. Lorenzo grew up with firsthand understanding of the contemporary American landscape
as he followed his father’s professional baseball career cross
country. In 2013, Lorenzo chose fashion, despite plans to
follow in the footsteps of his father in sports and established
his fashion label. Lorenzo’s honest and opinionated approach
to fashion continues to push Fear of God into an icon of
contemporary American luxury.

Interview with
CRAIG GROESCHEL
Founder & Senior Pastor,
Life.Church;
Champion of the GLS

OUTLINE
I.

Growing in Creativity – creativity can mean operating from a place of
conviction

II. Letting Vision Direct You – get a clear vision of where you want to go in
each aspect of your life, and let that vision direct your decisions
III. Running After Your Destiny – vision provides the roadmap for where you
want to go
IV. Collaborating with Other Leaders – when you are establishing collaborations,
consider if you see the future the same way
V. Learnings from Leadership – focus on the things that are in front of you,
while not losing sight of the bigger picture
36
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SESSION 3 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

Jerry Lorenzo
DESIGNER

+

ENTREPRENUER

+

ARTIST

+

COLLABORATOR

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
1. Jerry shared important learnings from his leadership journey. Which caught your
attention the most?
Growing in creativity

Collaborating with others

Breaking through creative barriers

Handling disagreement

Letting vision direct you

Choosing team members

Being authentic and overcoming
insecurity

Other
_______________________

GROUP ENGAGEMENT
Jerry said he builds partnerships and collaboration with people who share his vision for the
future. One way to do this is to select team members who are aligned to this vision. Another
way is to maintain clarity with the problem they are trying to solve.
Share as a group:

1. In what ways, if any, do the people on your team or in you organisation share the same
vision for the future?

Choosing discipline

2. Which concept shared by Jerry do you consider most relevant to your current reality?
Why?

3. How can you implement this concept in your life or work? What can you do differently?

2. What can be done to encourage everyone to collaborate in the same direction?

3. What will be your first step to encourage this collaboration?

4. What will be your first step? When will you do it?

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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SESSION 3

SESSION 3 | NOTES

CEO & Founder, Juliet Funt Group; Author

With thought-provoking insights and actionable tools, Juliet
Funt has become a globally-recognised expert in helping
leaders cope with the “age of overload” in which we all live and
work. Funt is the CEO and founder of the Juliet Funt Group,
a training and consulting firm helping organisations reclaim
their creativity, productivity, and engagement. Her new book,
A Minute to Think, releases at the 2021 Summit.

OUTLINE
I.

The Need for Space – take a strategic pause for white space to rush in

II. An Opportunity for Behavioural Redesign – transform work and envision
the future
III. Using the Pause to Recuperate and Reflect
IV. Using the Pause to Reduce and Construct
V. When People Think Together – believing any story you want about the
next “how”
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SESSION 3 | DISCUSSION GUIDE

Juliet Funt
COMMUNICATOR

+

CEO

+

CONSULTANT

+

AUTHOR

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

GROUP ENGAGEMENT

1. Juliet claims, “We must eradicate the shame of rest and replace it with the pride of
self-care.” Reflection: What weighs the most for you, the shame of rest or the pride of
self-care? How much does it weigh? If possible, put the percentage on each side of the
balance.
Shame of rest

1. Juliet asks the question, “In what ways can we transform work so it’s no longer the
hardest part of people’s lives?” How would you and your team respond to this question?

Pride of self-care

2. Juliet presented four ways to take a minute to think together: Recover, Reflect, Reduce,
and Construct. Share which of these, if any, you intend to implement with your team.
2. What do you need to adjust to feel increasingly comfortable and secure with the pride
of self-care?

3. Write down two things in your routine where you “shouldn’t be here” (SBH), but you are.
Your SBHs

Steps to take

3. How do you intend to do this? What will the steps be?

4. Where might you focus your attention to make better use of your time?

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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LEADERSHIP SHORTS | NOTES

SHORTS
Edgar Sandoval, Jr.

President & CEO, World Vision U.S.
Born in Los Angeles, Edgar Sandoval grew up in Latin America, returning
to the U.S. alone at age 18 with just $50 in his pocket. Edgar has 20+
years of innovative leadership experience in corporate America,
including directing the creation and launch of P&G’s internationally
acclaimed #LikeAGirl campaign. As World Vision U.S. President and
CEO, Edgar places a strong emphasis on the organisation’s Christian identity and mission. In
2019 he directed the launch of Chosen®, a new invitation into child sponsorship.

Carla Harris
Vice Chairman, Managing Director &
Senior Client Advisor, Morgan Stanley
With extensive industry experience in the technology, media, retail,
telecommunications, transportation, industrial, and healthcare
sectors, Carla currently serves as vice chairman, managing director and
senior client advisor at Morgan Stanley. In 2013 she was appointed by
President Obama to chair the National Women’s Business Council. Her
leadership and influence have been recognised globally including being named on Fortune
Magazine’s list of “The 50 Most Powerful Black Executives in Corporate America,” U.S. Bankers
“Top 25 Most Powerful Women in Finance” and Black Enterprise’s “Top 75 Most Powerful
Women in Business” among several others.

Jason Jaggard
Founder Partner & CEO, Novus Global; Author
Jason Jaggard is the founding partner and CEO of Novus Global, a tribe
of elite executive coaches across the world working with professional
athletes, elected officials, award-winning artists, and business
leaders to create lives, teams and communities that go beyond high
performance. Jason is also the co-founder of the Meta Performance
Institute for Coaching, an 18-month executive coaching certification that trains individuals to
develop coaching practices that serve high performing leaders.
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LEADERSHIP
RESOURCES
These are the latest releases from our GLS21 faculty
GLSNow is exclusively designed for
individuals and teams who want to
take their leadership to the next level
throughout the year and beyond.

GROW YOUR
LEADERSHIP
EVERYWHERE,
ANYTIME
•

GLS21 video content in full HD

•

Discussion guides

•

Take Personal Notes

•

Create Playlists

BOOK NOW GLS22
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Host, Revisionist History Podcast; Staff
Writer, The New Yorker; Former Science &
Medicine Reporter, The Washington Post;
Best-Selling Author

Recognised as one of the 100 most influential people by TIME
magazine and one of the Foreign Policy’s top global thinkers,
Malcolm Gladwell is a world-renowned, five-time New York Times
best-selling author and sought-after thought leader delivering
expertise on management, innovation, history, and leadership.
He is the host of the popular Revisionist History podcast and
has been a staff writer for The New Yorker since 1996. Gladwell’s
latest book is Bomber Mafia: A Dream, a Temptation, and the
Longest Night of the Second World War.

OUTLINE
I.

Dr. Emil Freireich’s Social Risk – taking a chance on a bold new idea

II. Steve Job’s Social Risk – a sense of urgency
III. The Rare Risk-Taker – if we are going to do something revolutionary, we need
people who are willing to take social risks
IV. The Leader Who Says Yes – one of the responsibilities of a leader is to make
their organisations safe for risk-taking
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Malcolm Gladwell
WRITER

+

PODCASTER

+

REPORTER

+

HISTORIAN

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
1. What idea was the most impactful for you in the stories Malcolm told?

GROUP ENGAGEMENT
1. What innovation are you and your team pondering but not moving forward because of
operational or social risks?

2. Share two or three operational risks you would like your team to take.
2. Think of the innovative idea or solution that you have been nurturing but have not
pursued for fear of the social risks. Write down what social risks you are avoiding? (For
example, fear of being wrong, fear of frustrating customers’ expectations, breaking
industry standards, being frowned upon in the organisation, etc.)
3. Share two or three social risks your team is avoiding? (For example, fear of frustrating
customer’s expectations, breaking industry standards, losing project supporters, etc.)

3. Facing criticism is a critical task for creative and revolutionary leaders with a sense of
urgency. How can you strengthen your ability to face criticism?

4. How can you influence people on your team to take risks or to use a sense of urgency
to innovate?

4. What will be your next step in taking risks and taking your innovative ideas and
solutions forward?

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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Pastor, The Father’s House; Founder
& President, In The Name of Love;
Best-Selling Author

Bianca Juárez Olthoff understands the power of words and is
known to wield them wisely. As a pastor and author in ministry
for more than 20 years, her leadership has allowed her to reach
people all over the world. As the founder of In The Name of
Love, she is committed to serving the incarcerated. Describing
herself as a Jesus-loving MexiRican, you can experience
Olthoff’s passion in her best-selling book, Play with Fire and her
most recent book, How to Have Your Life Not Suck.

OUTLINE
I.

The Inner Saboteur – a sense of intellectual fraudulence

II. Chosen to Lead – you are chosen to lead for a reason
III. Leading in Crisis and Inconvenience – Crisis does not dictate your capability,
competency, or commitment
IV. An Identity Shift – when you know your identity, it moves you into action
V. Mighty Warriors – honouring the call upon our lives to lead
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Bianca Juárez Olthoff
SOCIAL

ENTREPRENEUR

+

COMMUNICATOR

+

CHURCH

PLANTER

PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
1. How does “impostor syndrome” affect your life or leadership? In what situations do you
feel that your capability, competence, or commitment falls short of the challenge?

2. Where might you be falling short by not taking the necessary or offered leadership?
What might people be missing from this?

3. How might your courage and/or your faith strengthen you to say YES to leadership?

GROUP ENGAGEMENT
1. What stands out from this talk that is relevant to your reality? Why?

2. What project or initiative do you envision for your team or organisation that needs
“mighty warriors” to take their positions to lead with you?

3. How can you rally them, challenge them, and encourage them?
(For Example: launch the vision, show that together you are stronger, watch GLSNow
together, train them and equip them, etc.)

4. What step, even if small, can you take to position yourself to answer the call
of leadership?

What is ONE action step you will take
from this talk and when will you take it?
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WHAT’S NEXT

FOR YOUR
LEADERSHIP
JOURNEY

CONTINUE
THE JOURNEY

ENGAGE YOUR
COMMUNITY
Explore the year-round GLN Australia

Investing in your personal growth is one of the best leadership

resources and register for GLS22!

decisions you can make. So, we want to encourage and resource

globalleadership.org.au/gls22

the catalytic new ideas and the desired changes which this year’s
GLS has sparked in you.
Within two weeks, leverage your
leadership insights and momentum

Let’s make a plan to take your leadership
to the next level!

in your primary community of
influence by:

SHAPE YOUR
EXPERIENCE

1.Sharing your insights;
2. Inviting discussion; and
3. Collaborating on community
transformation.

REFLECT ON
GLS21
Within 48 hours of GLS21, while your
excitement level is high, describe your
GLS21 experience to another person
and invite them into your leadership
journey by sharing
During GLS21, or within 48 hours,

your top action step.

shine a light on your main
takeaways and action steps.
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THE GLOBAL
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

NIGERIA

INTERNATIONAL
REACH
TRANSFORMING PEOPLE, ORGANISATIONS AND
COMMUNITIES AROUND THE WORLD.

The Global Leadership Summit debuted in 1995 as a single
event based in Chicago, and known then as the Leadership

“

This is needed. I need it for my church, and we need it for
our country. Through the GLS you get new ideas, training and

Summit. As demand for the leadership development

education. The GLS is critical. In many areas of the world, there

opportunities grew, the Summit began to expand as the

are multiple avenues people can pursue to fine tune their

Global Leadership Summit. It was broadcasted LIVE annually

leadership ability. But this is not true in countries like mine.

into volunteer host site venues and churches across the U.S.

Having the GLS here has resulted in transformation. Inevitably,

By 2005, The Global Leadership Summit quickly began gaining

it’s creating a better country…and the ripple effect is

international recognition. Today it is the longest running,

creating a better world.

“

greatest reaching leadership event of its kind.

DR. KATURAH YORK COOPER
GLS Liberia

The 2021/2022 Global Leadership Summit season launches
in August and is then translated into 55 languages and taken
around the world to 110+ countries throughout Q4 and into
Q1 of 2022.

MALAYSIA
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CONTINUE THE

LEADERSHIP
JOURNEY
You can find more content on our channels:

www.globalleadership.org.au
@glsaus

GLOBALLEADERSHIP.ORG.AU

